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Tufts sees 12 percent
rise in ED1 acceptances
Need-blind admissions policy
continues in application process
by

Gillian Javetski

Daily Editorial Board

The Tufts University Office
of Undergraduate Admissions
admitted 347 Early Decision
I applicants last month, as it
began to select the Class of
2013. The university accepted over 12 percent more students than it did during this
round of applications last
year, despite choosing from
a similarly sized pool.
This year’s accepted students “posted the strongest
Early Decision I academic
profile in Tufts’ history,”
Dean of Undergraduate
Admissions Lee Coffin told
the Daily in an e-mail.
Among the accepted Early
Decision I students, who
Coffin called “strong and
promising,” 80 percent rank

in the top 10 percent of their
high school classes. In addition, the average SAT score
reached a record high of 2128
across all three of the test’s
sections, a 28-point jump
from last year’s average.
Thirty-eight percent of
students applied for financial aid this time around, the
same as last year, Coffin said.
The university was able to
maintain its unofficial needblind admissions policy in
the application process.
The admissions office will
not publicize the number of
Early Decision applications
it received, in accordance
with a policy that it enacted
last year to curb high school
students’ anxiety over Early
Decision admissions.
see EARLY DECISION, page 2
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Professor of Political Science Malik Mufti, left, moderated a debate Wednesday run by the New Initiative for Middle East
Peace. Junior Marysa Cook-Obregon and Institute for Global Leadership Director Sherman Teichman look on.

Spirit of collaboration motivates
Middle East programs, discussions
give students the opportunity to
voice their opinions and hear others’ thoughts.
The New Initiative for Middle
East Peace (NIMEP), part of the
Institute for Global Leadership,
hosted a discussion Wednesday
night to facilitate a civil forum
where students could voice their
opinions and concerns over the
fighting in and around Gaza.
Conversation ranged from an
exploration of the origins of the
conflict to whether Israel’s invasion was a proportional and effective response to rocket attacks by
Hamas, the Palestinian group that

by David Stern
and Caroline Melhado

Daily Editorial Board & Daily Staff Writer
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The Office of Undergraduate Admissions accepted over 12 percent more
Early Decision I applicants than it did last year.

As Palestinians and Israelis begin
to recover from the latest spate of
fighting in southern Israel and the
Gaza Strip, students at Tufts sought
a similar path to what many world
leaders are currently encouraging:
dialogue, compromise and an airing of grievances.
In a rare collaboration between
nearly every group on campus
that deals in some way with the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict, a series
of programs began this week to

President, trustee chairman urge patience as
Madoff internal investigation continues
by

Rob Silverblatt

Daily Editorial Board

Pending the results of an ongoing internal investigation, the university’s top officials are withholding judgment on the
process that led to a $20-million investment in Ascot Partners, a hedge fund
connected to disgraced financier Bernard
Madoff.
University President Lawrence Bacow
and Trustee Chairman James Stern (E ’72)
told the Daily that they have confidence
in Tufts’ financial arm, but they would
not definitively say whether investors followed due diligence or overlooked any red
flags.
“I can’t answer that yet,” Stern said
when asked if investors missed any visible
warning signs. “I really prefer to answer a
question like that when I’ve had a chance
to review and study the material. It would
be crass speculation on my part.”
Both administrators urged patience
and pledged a full review of the university’s policies with an eye toward fixing
any institutional problems that might
exist. They also echoed Director of Public
Relations Kim Thurler’s response to a New
York Times article financially linking Stern

with Jacob Ezra Merkin of Ascot Partners,
calling the reporting misleading.
Bacow said that he expects the internal review to indicate that the investment
met due diligence standards. “I know it was
handled routinely,” he said. “My expectation
is that it did [meet due diligence], but until
we go back and take a look, we don’t know
for sure.”
According to Stern, the Board of Trustees’
Investment Committee will meet soon to
discuss the $20-million loss. “We are doing a
fairly elaborate review of this, as we should,”
he said. “We’re going to have to come to
some conclusion ... If there are errors of
oversight and due diligence, that’s something we have to contend with.”
In the wake of the Madoff fallout, a
number of financial experts have argued
that the alleged Ponzi scheme should have
been uncovered earlier. Madoff’s consistent
returns, they say, were too good to be true
and impossible to replicate even using his
self-professed strategy.
Stern, the chairman of the New Yorkbased private equity firm The Cypress
Group, cautioned against leaping to conclusions. “Eyesight always gets really good when
see MADOFF, page 2
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controls Gaza.
The dialogue was co-sponsored
by the Office of the University
Chaplain, the Arab Student
Association, Tufts Hillel, Pathways,
the Muslim Student Association
and Tufts Friends of Israel and was
moderated by Associate Professor
of political science Malik Mufti
who is also the director of the
International Relations program.
In a follow-up presentation last
night, Israeli Consul General to
New England Nadav Tamir presented a briefing about the recent
see MIDEAST, page 2

Nutrition journalist to deliver
this year’s Snyder Lecture
by

Rob Silverblatt

Daily Editorial Board

In announcing controversial nutrition journalist Michael Pollan as this
semester’s Snyder lecturer, Dean
of Undergraduate Education James
Glaser reflected on the role that
speakers in the series should play.
“The idea is that they should be
provocative in their field,” Glaser
told the Daily. “They should take on
sacred cows. They should be people
who break new ground.”
This spring’s choice does both —
and quite literally.
Pollan, a professor at the University
of California, Berkeley, has written
extensively about food; his work
raises serious questions about the
meat industry and unearths fresh
perspectives about what grows in
the ground. He will speak at Tufts
as part of the semesterly Richard E.
Snyder Presidential Lecture Series on
March 24.
“He is one of the most important
figures in a national debate over how

we feed the nation and the world,”
University President Lawrence Bacow
told the Daily in an e-mail.
The selection of Pollan, whose
books focus heavily on the discord
between natural farming cycles and
industrial agriculture, as well as on
the co-evolution of certain plant
species with humans, has piqued
the interest of academics at Tufts’
Friedman School of Nutrition Science
and Policy.
Miriam Nelson, the director of the
John Hancock Center for Physical
Activity and Nutrition at the Friedman
School, described Pollan as somewhat of a polarizing figure in the
nutrition community.
“There are people who feel he has
pushed the envelope and there are
others who feel that he’s really getting
at the heart of some of the issues that
we’re all dealing with,” she said.
In particular, Pollan criticizes the
reliance on corn in both the meat
industry, where it is used to feed
see POLLAN, page 2
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Tufts students react to
Apple’s changing policies regarding file sharing practices.

The women’s basketball
team overcame two key
injuries to win a midweek contest against
Wheaton.
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Coffin expects decrease in Regular
Decision pool due to economic crisis
EARLY DECISION

continued from page 1

Coffin did note, though, that this
year’s Early Decision I pool was
“exactly” the same size as last year’s.
“It is my impression that many
of the [New England Small College
Athletic Conference schools] experienced a similar pattern,” he said.
“Non-binding Early Action colleges saw large increases this year,
but the binding options were not
as popular.”
Coffin attributes the lack of growth
in the Early Decision pool to many
families’ newly limited finances.
Since Early Decision I and II are
binding regardless of whatever financial aid package the university offers
an applicant, many students instead
opt to apply under the non-binding
Regular Decision process.
“The economic crisis is clearly on
the minds of many students and their
parents, and many families weigh the
binding ED [Early Decision] option
in a very deliberate way, especially
if financial aid was an element of
their decision,” he said. “Not surprisingly, some told us that while Tufts
is their clear first choice, they are
applying during Regular Decision so
that they can compare their financial
awards.”
Need-blind admissions, in which a
student’s ability to pay is not considered, was first truly implemented for
the selection of the Class of 2011. The
university has held off making it the
official policy, though, until financial
backing can be guaranteed.
Last October, in response to the
deepening economic crisis, University
President Lawrence Bacow said that
Tufts would prioritize financial aid,
promising to meet the needs of all
previously admitted undergraduates.
At the same time, administrators cau-

tiously pledged to try to continue the
need-blind policy, although they made
no guarantees.
Even though the university had the
opportunity to admit all qualified
Early Decision I applicants regardless
of their ability to pay, it may be as late
as March until the administration
knows for sure whether the admissions office will be able to admit the
entire Class of 2013 through a needblind process. The policy remains
the primary goal of Tufts’ ongoing $1.2-billion capital campaign,
Beyond Boundaries.
The university offers three main
types of undergraduate admissions
paths: Early Decision I and II, both
binding, and non-binding Regular
Decision. For the Class of 2013, Early
Decision I applications were due on
Nov. 1; the last day to submit Early
Decision II and Regular Decision
applications was Jan. 1. Transfer
students will apply later in the
spring semester.
Early Decision II outcomes will
be released on Feb. 5, and Regular
Decision results will come out later
in the spring. Even though it is still
too early to tell, Coffin said that
he expects to see a drop in Regular
Decision applications from last year,
which he also attributes to the financial crisis.
“We are still counting, but it looks
like we have 15,010 or so [Regular
Decision] applicants, down four percent from last year’s record high of
15,641,” Coffin said. “Early reports
are that many places have decreases
in Regular Decision, and that is true
at Tufts.”
Even so, Coffin said that he is happy
with the Regular Decision numbers
thus far. “Considering the economy, that volume is very reassuring,”
he said.

News

Dialogue focuses on Middle East conflict
MIDEAST

continued from page 1

conflict, in which both sides declared unilateral truces last weekend.
That discussion was sponsored by Tufts
Hillel, Tufts Friends of Israel, the Jewish
Community Relations Council of Greater
Boston and B-right, a Tufts group for students who have participated in free TaglitBirthright trips to Israel.
At both discussions, students drew upon
their personal experiences from studying
abroad or growing up in the Middle East to
move the conversation forward.
But on Wednesday night, the conversation often came to loggerheads. Some,
however, pointed out the importance of the
dialogue in the abstract.
“We’re committed to seeing problems
solved by providing a tolerant, pluralistic environment,” said sophomore Danna
Solomon, a member of Pathways.
“What kind of measures can we make to
bring this model to Gaza?” she asked.
Others questioned the efficacy of the
process on a larger scale.
“We are agreeing on a lot of things, but
we are here at Tufts. People there have
an entirely different perspective,” sophomore Danny Newhide, co-president of
the Arab Student Association said. “We
have certain biases here, but people
who are actually affected have polarized
points of view.”
“It’s hard to solve anything,” Rabbi Jeffrey
Summit, the executive director of Tufts Hillel,
added. “We should not downplay the commitment to sit down in a room and have a
conversation in this way.”
Last night, students crowded into Barnum
Hall to listen to Tamir, the Israeli diplomat,
elucidate the origins and implications of
recent fighting. Tamir explained how the end
of a flawed ceasefire prompted the eruption
of violence in Gaza.
“The ceasefire was supposed to end
December 19th,” he said. “For some time,
the Palestinians knew they were not going to
continue the ceasefire.”
Tamir discussed that temporary truce

Tufts maintains that Times article was misleading
MADOFF

continued from page 1

looking in the rearview mirror,”
he said.
He also noted that illegal schemes
are all too prevalent in the financial sector, making it impossible to
nip them all in the bud. “In my 35
years on Wall Street, I have watched
a variety of scandals,” he said. “What
I have learned is that if someone
wants to commit fraud, they will
commit fraud — and they will get
away with it until they get caught. At
some point, it will get detected.”
Bacow, an economist by trade,
noted that generally speaking,
disagreements about the viability
of numbers and strategies do not
necessarily suggest fraud; in fact,
he said, they drive the economy.
“If everybody looked at exactly
the same information and always
came to exactly the same conclusion, markets would not exist,”
he said. “The only reason that
you have markets is that people
look at the same information
and draw different conclusions
... If everybody has the same filters through which they view the
world, nothing trades.”
Meanwhile, Bacow and Stern
both reacted negatively to a section of an article that appeared
on the front-page in the New York
Times last month. The Dec. 20 story
was about the extent of Madoff’s
reach and touched briefly on Tufts’
investment in Ascot Partners.
“Mr. Merkin had been a major
investor in a company whose
board included James A. Stern,”
the article read.
The company in question is the
Noel Group. A 1998 Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) filing shows Stern and his family in
control of 38,334 shares of Noel
stock and Merkin having 1,492,536
shares. Merkin’s portion represented 7.3 percent of total Noel stocks,
according to the document.
Noel continued to appear on

SEC reports of Merkin’s holdings
through 2005, the year Tufts put $20
million in Ascot, but Stern’s involvement with Noel’s board ended long
before then. He said he received his
last director’s fee in 1999.
Immediately after the article
was published, the university
looked to distance itself entirely
from the reporting, calling it factually inaccurate.
“The reference to Mr. Stern sitting on the board of a company in
which Merkin had a major investment is not only factually untrue
so far as we know but erroneously implies that Tufts made this
investment decision because of
Mr. Stern,” Thurler told the Daily
in an e-mail.
“I feel that the New York Times
story was unfortunate and not
accurate based on the information
that I have right now,” she said in a
follow-up phone conversation.
After seeing documentation
of the shared financial interest,
though, Thurler no longer denied
the veracity of the article. But she
maintained that the piece suggested a misleading conclusion.
“That does not change the fact
that readers of the article may erroneously and unfairly infer from the
article that there was an inappropriate relationship between Mr.
Stern and Mr. Merkin that led Tufts
University to invest $20 million
in Ascot Partners,” she said in an
e-mail. “That is not the case.”
Stern said that while he met
Merkin once, it was not in the context of his involvement in Noel’s
management. He also said that he
was not aware until recently that
Merkin had owned over one million shares in the company and
repeated Thurler’s statement that
he had nothing to do with bringing
Ascot Partners to the attention of
the university.
“I had no idea that Mr. Merkin
was an investor in the Noel
Group. As an outside director,
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I would not have any reason to
know that,” he said.
And although the New York
Times article indicated that Stern
chairs the trustees’ Investment
Committee, he said that he has
not held that position since 1995.
Currently, he sits on the committee,
but does not chair it.
“Needless to say, I wasn’t very
happy about the innuendo in the
New York Times article,” he said.
Bacow was also displeased. “I
think it was grossly unfair,” he said
of the story.
While the $20-million loss adds
to the university’s current financial
woes — the administration is bracing itself for $36 million in budget
cuts for next year — both Stern and
Bacow sought to put it in context.
“The people who serve on the
Investment Committee are some
of the most knowledgeable and
sophisticated investors in the
world. They are doing a terrific job
on behalf of Tufts,” Bacow said.
“This was one specific investment
where fraud was committed, and
we’re going to try to learn from this
and do better. I don’t think that
one can indict an entire asset just
because of one investment.”
Stern pointed to the success of
Tufts’ endowment as compared to
those at other universities. Still, he
acknowledged that the financial
situation is bleak.
“You’ve got a stock market that’s
off 35 to 40 percent. You have basically every aspect of the global
markets off in huge numbers,” he
said. “Unfortunately, everybody’s
in the same boat. I think the real
test is how we as an institution are
going to deal with it. And I think
we are going to fare really well.”
Even if the university continues
to outpace its peer institutions,
though, the administration still
expects net losses. “There’s an old
expression, ‘You can’t eat relative
performance,’” Stern said. “It’s ugly
and you still have to deal with it.”

at length, describing why Hamas refused
to continue the armistice. He believes
that Hamas’ reluctance stemmed from
improvements in the West Bank, explaining how a decline in recruitment for
Hamas in that territory and a successful Christmas celebration in Bethlehem
impacted Hamas’ thinking.
And Tamir defended Israel’s conduct during the 22-day war that began on Dec. 27.
“The one obligation of any government is
to protect their citizens from outside sources,” he said. “We did this with the clear determination that we are not fighting civilians
but the Hamas regimes.”
Throughout the presentation, Tamir
continually expressed his grief over the
loss of human casualties, both Israelis and
Palestinians.
Skipping an explanation about specific
actions during the current hostilities, Tamir
jumped to provide a resolution.
He echoed President Barack Obama’s
speech at the Department of State, explaining that Israel wants a “durable, sustainable
ceasefire.” This would include a halt to the
smuggling of long-range missiles into Gaza,
which Tamir believes is an “attainable” goal.
During a question-and-answer session,
students inquired about the legitimacy of
the Israeli military’s actions during the
war and about the future of Gaza.
Students also used this time to discuss
specific actions during recent fighting.
Multiple students questioned the bombing
of a U.N. school and alleged Israeli use of
white phosphorus bombs.
“If we did something wrong, we will
make it right,” Tamir said. “We cannot
bring dead people back to life, but that is
the nature of war.”
Palestinian students in attendance were
quick to question the history provided by
Tamir, negating both his history about the
restriction of passageways into Egypt and
the terms of a new ceasefire.
Tamir, who was a commander in the
Israeli military, said he recognized the difficulty of explaining a battle to someone who
has never fought in one.

Snyder lecturer pushes for
simplifications in food industry
POLLAN

continued from page 1

cows, and in industrial agriculture. He has also served as
a voice for simplification at
a time when researchers are
increasingly exploring ways
to genetically modify food.
Pollan’s views pose a serious threat to established
interests. “It would mean
that our policies are favoring
large agro businesses, and
that’s having a downstream
effect on our food supply
[and] influencing health,”
Nelson said. “It sort of hits
a nerve in a number of areas
for people.”
While
these
implications are particularly concerning for food producers, they also extend to the
common consumer, who
may be taken aback by the
implications Pollan’s suggestions have for mainstream
dieting theories.
“I think that there’s a
prescriptive element to his
work, and I don’t think it’s
just candy bars and fast food
hamburgers that he’s preaching against,” Glaser said.
While Pollan writes extensively about food, his formal
background is in journalism rather than nutrition.
Even so, his books, which
include “The Omnivore’s
Dilemma: A Natural History
of Four Meals” (2006) and
“In Defense of Food: An
Eater’s Manifesto” (2008),
have made quite a splash
among
the
academic
elite — and with popular
audiences.
“He’s not just a fly-bynight kind of ... huckster
who is talking about nutri-

mct

Professor and journalist Michael
Pollan is set to deliver this semester’s
Snyder Lecture.
tion,” Nelson said. “He’s a
very credible academic.”
The Snyder Presidential
Lecture Series kicked off
in 2004, and has since featured controversial figures
including author Salman
Rushdie, affirmative action
critic Shelby Steele and former Harvard president Larry
Summers.
Last semester’s speaker was
Tom Freston, a co-founder of
MTV. Freston pioneered the
idea of the music video, even
when most industry insiders
saw little value in it.
“The whole beauty of that
lecture is that everybody
thought he would fail miserably, and now it’s turned
into [part of our] everyday lives,” Glaser said of
Freston’s legacy.
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Despite potential consequences, many students still participate in illegal file sharing.

iCopy: The debate about digital media
Apple changes policies regarding digital rights management of music files
by

Alison Lisnow

Daily Editorial Board

Debates about the ethics of
file sharing have been ongoing in the digital world for as
long as technologies have been
available to make it possible.
Musicians and record companies alike have spent exhaustive

amounts of money and time trying to catch computer pirates in
the act of illegally sharing music,
movies and other information. Still, these efforts haven’t
stopped the increasing trend of
illicit downloading, and many
consumers feel it is their right
to share property and distribute
information freely.

In response to customer complaints about the limitations of
music sharing, Apple recently
announced a new plan to sell
iTunes songs free of copying
restrictions for a one-time fee
of an extra 30 cents per song or
30 percent of the album price.
Additionally, the uniform price of
99 cents for songs will no longer

be the standard as newer media
will be priced at $1.29 and old
favorites will drop to 69 cents.
Three of the four major
music labels — Sony Music
Entertainment, Universal Music
Group and Warner Music Group
— will begin selling music
through iTunes without digital
rights management (DRM) soft-

ware, the technology which controls the copying and use of digital files. The fourth label, EMI,
was already doing so.
Insiders hope that the appeal
of easy sharing, higher-priced
hits and affordable oldies will
revitalize the ailing music indussee FILE SHARING, page 4

Tufts researchers reveal that in addition to humans, some
animals suffer from obsessive-compulsive disorder
New research may have implications for treatment of humans diagnosed with OCD
by Julia

Zinberg

Daily Editorial Board

Researchers at Tufts Cummings School
of Veterinary Medicine recently found
that some animals, such as cats, dogs and
horses, can be afflicted with the psychiatric condition obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD). Non-stop or out-of-control
tail-chasing, wrist-licking and biting are
all signs of this phenomenon.
“We have noticed several similarities
between repetitive behaviors in animals
and humans, a lot of times with grooming, eating and locomotion disorders,”
Clinical Assistant Professor Alice MoonFanelli said.
She explained that it can be disconcerting for pet owners to watch their pets
perform these behaviors over and over
again and not have any idea what may be
wrong with these animals or how to go
about helping them.
“One of my cats has a compulsion
with stuffed animals,” freshman Rachel
Verrengia said. “He carries them all over
the house and drops them in random
places, and [he] always hides all of his
toys under one chair. I have no idea why
and it’s kind of weird.”
“OCD causes varying degrees of disruption to the animals’ lives; these behaviors
interfere with their ability to function
normally,” Moon-Fanelli said.
But thanks to researchers like
Moon-Fanelli and animal behaviorist
Dr. Nicholas Dodman, director of the
Cummings School of Veterinary Medicine
behavior clinic, pet owners now have

an explanation for their pets’ bizarre
behavior that they can fully understand.
After all, OCD is an extremely common
disorder, affecting millions of humans
worldwide.
In fact, Tufts researchers have been
looking at the disorder in humans in
order to gauge the scope and scale of
OCD in animals and potentially determine how best to treat it.
People with OCD often experience
excessive and nonstop anxiety, and their
symptoms can range from an over-intensified concern about germs and
safety to repetitive hand-washing or
locking doors.
“OCD appears in humans at around the
same young age that it does in animals,
and they generally respond to the same
types of medication,” Moon-Fanelli said.
Previously, researchers thought that
OCD was limited to humans, and while it
is not the same in animals, Moon-Fanelli
explained that the disorder’s effects on
them are real and noticeable.
The causes of OCD in both humans
and animals may be genetically based
or may be set off by an environmental
stimulus. “We are finding that OCD runs
in families, so we believe that there is a
genetic basis to it, but it also may be triggered by an environmental stimulus like
stress,” Moon-Fanelli said.
The disorder may be activated in some
animals, because they become restless
as a result of not burning enough calories through hunting and other activities.
see ANIMALS, page 4

MCT

Although tail-chasing and side-biting have come to be known as acceptable pet behaviors,
they may be signs of obsessive-compulsive disorder.
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Tufts students split over costs and benefits of downloading music

FILE SHARING

continued from page 3

try, and many consumers have
been looking forward to this
change for quite some time.
“There was a large public
outcry against the DRM,” said
one sophomore who prefers to
remain anonymous. “It’s been
a really big issue: people not
having the freedom to move
about their music as they see
fit, because they thought they
owned it after purchasing it.
They considered it an infringement on their rights.”
Some believe it is their right
to have control over all forms of
their copy.
“If I buy a song, I expect to be
able to use it on an unlimited
number of computers or give it
to my friend or whatever, and
not just [be] able to use it on
five computers,” sophomore Iris
Dupanovic said. “I think that’s
just crazy.”
Many musicians, however,
do not share this sentiment,
as they rely on the DRM to
regulate distribution.
“From what I have heard and
read on this new policy, I see no
benefit to the artist, the creator,
the one who should be deciding,” musician Joey Vellucci told
the Daily in an e-mail. “If I sell
you a song for 99 cents, and it
is only one copy that I sold you,
I would be pretty upset if you
copied that song and gave it to
50 or your friends. Now I have
lost 50 sales of my song and you
just gave what is mine away for
free. The DRM is the only thing
out there protecting me from
being robbed.”
Apple’s relationship with
DRM is only a small part of
the problems that have arisen
from digitally copied music. File

sharing is still very common,
especially among college students. With so many ways to
not pay for music, few people
decide to shell out the dough for
their copy.
“If I had to pay for every single
song I owned, that would just
be a ton of money I don’t have
to spend on music,” Dupanovic
said. “So I don’t think [downloading music is] wrong.”
On the Tufts campus, hundreds of students are reported
each year for illegal file sharing. Students are not commonly
caught for illegal downloading — taking music from other
users — but rather for illegally
uploading files to others.
“A user can be caught as
soon as the file sharing software is installed and running,”
Judi Rennie, supervisor of Tufts
OnLine, told the Daily in an
e-mail. “These incidents have
nothing to do with quantity
or length of time a user has
been sharing. This past fall
we got our first notification
from a copyright holder just
11 hours after the user set up
their machine on our network.
Others that have been reported
to us have noted that they only
downloaded one song.”
Tufts OnLine receives complaints from copyright holders
who are constantly searching
the Internet for violators in a
surprisingly low-tech way.
“The copyright holders and
their agents use exactly the
same method as students do
to find music,” Rennie said.
“They install and run the
same programs and search for
music, movies [or] software
belonging to them. When they
find it, they get a snapshot of
the download and any other

materials that may belong to
the same copyright owner, and
they send notices to us based
on the IP address the download came from.”
After researching the complaint, Tufts OnLine notifies
the student by restricting his or
her Internet access. The anonymous sophomore was caught
downloading a movie during a
summer program.
“I plugged in my computer
and went online to check my
courses — and wait one minute
— I have no Internet access,”
the sophomore said. “So I called
them up and they were like, you
need to come in and take a little
course. They made us watch this
movie that I believe was funded
by the RIAA [Recording Industry
Association of America] or
something of the sort. ‘Is it OK
to download music?’ was essentially the discussion among the
various students, but of course
there was the bias against downloading music.”
According to Rennie, this is the
only punishment for a first-time
offender. A second-time offender gets Disciplinary Probation
Level 1 and a formal complaint
filed with the Dean of Students
Office, and loses on-campus
internet for six months. The
third time a student is caught,
he or she is put on Disciplinary
Probation Level 2 and is permanently disallowed the usage of a
personally owned machine on
the Tufts data network.
“I think they were as fair
as they could be,” the sophomore said. “They have to protect themselves as a university,
and it is an illegal thing to do,
so I think the school did what
they needed to do. I saw no
problems with it; they handled

American Red Cross

Blood Drive

it reasonably.”
This punishment, however,
did not stop him from continuing to download some files.
“It deterred me from downloading certain types of things.
I was more cautious,” he said.
“They really monitor the bigticket items just because it’s
impossible to monitor the
thousands of gigabytes of
music and movies and information that [are] being transferred illegally.”
Not all file sharing is illegal,
and Tufts is supportive of certain types. Certain peer-to-peer
(P2P) file sharing has an academic purpose.
“Right now Tufts does not
block ports that would carry P2P
traffic on our network,” Rennie
said. “Often students are sharing files they are working on
with other students that may or
may not be at the same college.
For this P2P is a fabulous tool.
Unfortunately it’s more often
used to file-share music, movies, software and the like.”
Despite the potential benefits
of these options, the revised
Higher Education Act says that
universities must implement
network-based tools to catch all
types of file sharing. Tufts has
not yet conformed to this policy
but eventually will be legally
bound to do so.
Ultimately, the decision to
make and distribute copies
comes down to the beliefs of
the user.
“We all have to ask ourselves
at some point, ‘Is it OK for me to
just decide that I can distribute
or take someone else’s intellectual property without paying for
it?’” Rennie said. “Me? I buy my
music; the artists deserve compensation for their work.”

Canine genes
prove useful in
OCD research
ANIMALS

continued from page 3

Certain breeds of animals are
predisposed to different aspects
of the disorder; for example,
German Shepherds often chase
their tails while Dobermans
often bite their sides. Sometimes
medication, like serotonin
reuptake inhibitors, Prozac or
Clomipramine — the same medications given to humans with
OCD — is necessary.
Dodman is working with a
neurologist and genetics specialist from the University of
Massachusetts Medical School,
Dr. Edward Ginn, who is studying the DNA of hundreds of
dogs diagnosed with OCD in an
attempt to find a link between
dog DNA and OCD.
“It’s easier to study dog genes
than human genes because the
dog genome is simpler and more
limited than the human genome,”
Moon-Fanelli said. “Researchers
are actively involved in analyzing the dog DNA to see if we
can locate specific regions in the
genome that differ between dogs
affected with OCD and dogs that
are symptom-free.”
Since many of the genes in
dogs and humans are the same
or similar, Ginn and Dodman
hope to discover additional therapies and maybe even cures for
OCD in both species. Although
more research is needed, their
mutual outlook for the future is
optimistic.
“It’s great to see Tufts researchers taking a unique approach
on OCD,” freshman Michael
Bernstein said.

Queer-friendly housing for
LGBT and Ally students!

—nowȱacceptingȱapplications—ȱ
ApplicationsȱdueȱFebruaryȱ6thȱ@ȱ5ȱPM.ȱȱȱ
Applicationȱonlineȱatȱhttp://ase.tufts.edu/lgbt/ȱorȱinȱtheȱLGBTȱCenter.ȱ
SubmitȱtoȱtheȱLGBTȱCenterȱatȱ226ȱCollegeȱAveȱorȱemailȱtoȱlgbt@tufts.edu.ȱȱȱ

January 27nd – 30th 2008
Tuesday, 1/27 2:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday, 1/28 12:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Thursday, 1/29 2:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.
Friday, 1/30 12:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m

Hodgdon Hall Lounge
Schedule an appointment TODAY: www.Tuftslife.com
*Positive ID Required*Drop-ins are welcome!*Free food!
While the Leonard Carmichael Society
fully supports blood donation, we do not condone the FDA's policy
barring blood donations from men who have had sex with another
man. We acknowledge that this policy discriminates against gay
and bisexual members of the Tufts community.

ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
TheȱRainbowȱHouse,ȱTuftsȇȱLGBTȱandȱallyȱhousingȱunit,ȱhasȱsinglesȱandȱdoublesȱ
availableȱforȱtheȱ2009Ȭ2010ȱschoolȱyear.ȱȱTheȱRainbowȱHouseȱwasȱcreatedȱtoȱbeȱaȱ
safeȱspaceȱforȱLGBTȱstudentsȱandȱtheirȱallies,ȱandȱtoȱserveȱasȱaȱsocialȱcenterȱforȱtheȱ
LGBTȱstudentȱcommunity.ȱȱTheȱhouseȱisȱaȱsuiteȱinȱHillsidesȱandȱwillȱshowȱupȱonȱ
yourȱTuftsȱbillȱonlyȱasȱHillsidesȱ160s.ȱȱȱ

Questions?
Come to an Open House @ the Rainbow House:

Friday, Jan 30th, 6-9pm

OR
Come to the Info Session @ the LGBT Center:

Wednesday, Feb. 4th, Noon-1pm

OR
Call the LGBT Center at 7-3770 or email Rainbow House manager
christina_j.thomas@tufts.edu
Straight Allies are encouraged to apply.
The Rainbow House values diversity of all kinds,
including sexual orientation and gender identity/expression.
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Gallery Review

New MFA exhibit links Boston with Kyoto
by

Adam Kulewicz

Daily Editorial Board

Long considered one of Japan’s
preeminent cities in terms of cultural heritage, Kyoto is home to

Celebrating Kyoto: Modern
Arts From Boston’s Sister City
Through Aug. 9
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
465 Huntington Avenue
617-267-9300

some of Japan’s most celebrated
temples, gardens and works of art.
While the works in “Celebrating
Kyoto: Modern Arts from Boston’s
Sister City” are modern and perhaps not what Kyoto is best known
for, they skillfully demonstrate the
ability of contemporary artists to
reinterpret elements of the past in
an innovative way.
“Celebrating Kyoto: Modern Arts
from Boston’s Sister City” runs until
Aug. 9 at the Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston (MFA). The exhibit is laid
out in a quietly elegant room that
recalls Japanese décor and features
ceramics, stoneware, textiles and
prints from the famed city. While
many of these pieces are decidedly contemporary, they “are bound
together by an active engagement
with history and tradition rather
than a blind reverence for it,” as
stated by the text at the entrance to
the exhibition.
The introduction to the exhibi-

tion further explains that Boston
and Kyoto became sister cities in
1959, and this show is meant to
celebrate the anniversary of the
two cities’ affiliation. The idea of
sister cities came about during the
Eisenhower administration as a
way for cities in different countries
to share their culture, ideas and
technology. It is fitting that Boston
and Kyoto should share this relationship because of the immense
cultural significance each city holds
within its respective country.
While the pieces in this exhibition reference the historic themes
of Kyoto, most of the allusions are
decidedly subtle. However, through
their clean lines and graceful simplicity, it is possible to see a great
deal of Japanese artistic and cultural history through the works in
the exhibition.
One piece in particular, a porcelain sculpture by artist Fukami
Sueharu entitled “Seascape”
(2007), pulls nicely on these historic themes. The turquoise porcelain sculpture depicts, with sharp
lines and a relatively simple shape,
a modern take on Japan’s fascination with the sea that is manifest in its artistic legacy. The piece
is enhanced by its location in a
glass case in the middle of the gallery because it takes on increased
depth when it is viewed from multiple angles.
Another piece that reinterprets
ideas from the past in a new way is
the stone carving “Footprints of the

Buddha” (1979) by Kondo Yutaka.
In early Buddhist art, the Buddha
was rarely depicted, so artists used
images such as footprints to represent his sacred presence. The footprints were traditionally decorated
with markings, for which Yutaka
has substituted words including
the names of cities and countries
(such as Tokyo, Osaka and Finland)
“that … [he] favored,” according to
the sculpture’s label.
Sakurai Yasuko’s “Vertical
Flower” (2007), located across the
gallery from “Seascape,” is another standout piece. The sculpture’s
dramatic, multi-pronged rim is
reminiscent of Japanese architecture while still showing the artist’s
ability to incorporate another culture into her works. As the label
indicates, Yasuko had “an artist’s
residency in the French porcelainproducing region of Limoges from
1999 to 2001 [that] transformed
her artistic vision.”
Finally, the woodblock prints by
Matsubara Naoko, including “Old
North Church in Boston” (1967), and
“Boston Public Library” (1960s), fit
nicely into the exhibition because
they demonstrate, perhaps most
obviously, the link between Kyoto
and Boston. Naoko’s woodblock
prints are not overly colorful, but
they interpret, with an interesting
style, the pointed light fixtures of
the Boston Public Library and the
spire of The Old North Church to
see KYOTO, page 6

THEATER REVIEW

Courtesy the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

Historic themes are evident in MFA’s modern Kyoto exhibit.

dance Preview

Students compete for
Best Dance Crew title
by

Catherine Scott

Daily Editorial Board

speakeasystage.com

Sock monkeys and elementary-school-teacher sweaters are this woman’s answer to AIDS.

Quirky ‘New Century’ successfully
mixes comedy and sorrow
by

Zachary Alberts

Contributing Writer

Playwright Paul Rudnick’s
latest work opens at a meeting
of the Massapequa chapter of

The New Century
Written by Paul Rudnick
Directed by Paul
Daigneault
At the SpeakEasy Stage
through Feb. 14
Tickets $30 to $50

the P.L.G.B.T.Q.C.C.C & O, or
the Parents of Lesbians, Gays,
Bisexuals, the Transgendered,
the Questioning, the Curious,
the Creatively Concerned
and Others. For the next
two hours, the audience sits
through a play that can only
be called an “experience.”
“The New Century” is a
collection of four hilarious
gay-centric short plays set in
post-Sept. 11 America. The
first three plays use extended
monologues and sparse dialogue to introduce the audience to the work’s main characters: the self-labeled most

loving, accepting mother of
all time, the über-flamboyant
host of a late night publicaccess television show named
“Too Gay” and a rotund Midwestern mother of an AIDS
victim who spends her spare
time making sock monkeys
and crocheted tissue box covers. The fourth and final play
links all of the characters’ stories, bringing them together
in the maternity ward of a
New York hospital.
“Pride and Joy,” the first
short play, is the story of
see CENTURY, page 7

Look out, dance fans. MTV’s
“America’s Best Dance Crew”
is coming to Tufts — only student groups will be taking
the stage in place of groups
like JabbaWockeeZ and Super
Cr3w. The student-run event
Tufts Best Dance Crew is a
take on the new hit television
series, showcasing a wide array
of dance groups and styles
on campus.
Tufts Best Dance Crew
starts tonight at 8:30 in Cohen
Auditorium, when all eight
groups competing for the ultimate title will perform. After all
of the groups have shown their
stuff, four will be selected to
continue to the semifinals. The
event runs every Friday night
for the next three weeks, and in
the end one Tufts dance group
will be able to claim superiority over all the rest.
The original idea for the
project came from sophomores Kenneth Lee and
Hisham Bedri, who wanted to
use Tufts dance to impact both
students and the world. “Tufts
is a very dance-based school,”
Lee said. “We have an abnormally high number of dance
groups, and we wanted to use
this to impact charity.”
Lee and Bedri took their
dance-off project to Pangea, a
student organization for global
awareness and action, where
senior Rishikesh Bhandary and
sophomore Rebekah Holtz got
involved. Each year Pangea has
a large spring event to promote global awareness, and

Tufts Best Dance Crew was
perfect for getting the whole
school involved.
The event is free, but upon
entrance and throughout the
show, Pangea will be taking
donations to support its many
committees. The organization’s
projects range from building a
computer lab for an orphanage in Cambodia to delivering
solar cookers to refugee camps
in Darfur.
“Any donation truly helps
those in need,” Holtz said.
“There will also be posters set
up for what each committee
of Pangea does, and there are
two presentations each show,
so people know where their
money is going.”
The eight groups are placed
in two brackets for the first
show: Group A is made up of
Envy, Turbo, Sarabande and Tap
Ensemble, while Group B will
feature the Burlesque Troupe,
La Salsa, Garba and Spirit of
Color. The types of dance will
range from step to modern,
from Latin to break dancing,
from traditional South Asian to
sexy burlesque.
The audience itself will be
playing a huge role in Tufts
Best Dance Crew because two
of the final four groups will be
chosen based solely on cheers
from the students. There will
be a decibel meter on stage to
gauge the loudness of the audience when they cheer for their
favorite two groups, while a
panel of judges will choose the
other two groups moving on to
the semifinals.
see DANCE, page 7
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Summer Research Experience for Undergraduates Japanese artists celebrate tradition
KYOTO

continued from page 5

Department of Biology at Tufts University
May 26 – August 3, 2009

present expressive images of these celebrated landmarks.
The artists whose pieces comprise
“Celebrating Kyoto: Modern Arts from
Boston’s Sister City,” are clearly rooted in

traditional Japanese art. They have reinterpreted classic themes in inventive, if
overly sensational ways in their works.
In this excellent exhibition, it is interesting to observe these Kyoto artists bringing the legacy of Japanese art into the
modern age.

The Department of Biology at Tufts University
offers a NSF funded summer research program
entitled, “Integrative approaches to studying
recognition systems in cells, organisms, and
populations” in which 10 students will work
closely on a collaborative, interdisciplinary
project. Students in this 10-week program will
receive a stipend of $4400, a $1000 allotment
for food, and on-campus housing.
Students must be U.S. citizens or permanent
residents. Candidates should have a strong
academic record. Applications target date is
February 1; Announcements: March 15
Information and Applications available at:
http://ase.tufts.edu/biology/undergrad/research/reu.asp

Courtesy The museum of fine arts, Boston

Works by Japanese artists offer a modern take on Kyoto’s cultural history.

We’reGrowing!
Are you a student who loves Tufts and wants to make a difference in the life
of every Tufts student? Do you want to expand your professional horizons
working with friends in a job designed to fit your busy schedule?
Tufts Telefund is now hiring as many as 60 new callers! And, at $11/hour with the
potential for cash bonuses and prizes, it’s the perfect time to earn some extra cash.
As a Tufts Telefund Caller you will:
x
x
x
x
x

Make a REAL and TANGIBLE difference for Tufts and your fellow students
Share stories and news with thousands of Tufts alumni all over the country while
raising MILLIONS of dollars that pay for many of the programs you know and
love.
Enjoy flexible hours and an on-campus job
Build your resume (it’s true!)
Meet new people and work with them on a collaborative and fun team
Shifts are available Monday through Thursday as well as Sundays.

To apply or for more information, contact anyenda.inyagwa@tufts.edu or call
(617) 627-5201. Even better, stop by 133 Eaton Hall (downstairs) to fill out an
application. Training begins January 28!

ApplyNow!!!
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Tufts dancers will have to step up out of the shadows if they want a chance at winning this competition.

Audience participation will keep Tufts’ dancers on their toes during competition
DANCE

continued from page 5

“This is the first event of its kind, and
we hope it will be fun and exciting,”
said Bedri, who is also the event’s MC.
“It should be a high-energy event with
a lot of dancing. The crowd’s response

is crucial for the crews.”
All of the coordinators promise that
there will be many surprises to keep the
audience entertained. These unscheduled performances may be other dance
groups not competing, or perhaps nondance performance groups to give the

dancers a chance to rest.
Fortunately the party doesn’t stop
when the show ends. There will be an
after-party at Hotung with a multitude
of DJs to keep the dancing going into
the wee hours of the morning.
The event promises to be a great

show for everyone, as well as an opportunity to donate to charity and raise
global awareness. “All of the dancers are
very excited,” Lee said. “It’s going to be
a great competition as well as a way to
give back. Students should support the
crews and support the world.”

Four different characters from diverse backgrounds come together in ‘New Century’
CENTURY

continued from page 5

Helene Nadler (played by Paula
Plum). She is a middle-aged
Jewish mother of a lesbian, a

transvestite and a gay scatologist with a leather fetish.
Although Nadler’s situation is
tough, she combats it with
an acerbic wit. For instance,

when Nadler’s oldest daughter
comes out to her, Nadler is not
really surprised and tells her
that with her Amish-boy haircut, “Helen Keller would know

you were a lesbian.”
Yet Nadler still comes across
as a loving and caring mother.
Plum does a wonderful job of
interspersing Rudnick’s cutting one-liners with moments
of tenderness and compassion. Nadler’s jokes would
sound homophobic coming
from most people, but Plum is
able to turn them into a tribute to the character’s love for
her children.
The second play, “Mr.
Charles, Currently of Palm
Beach,” is set at a 4 a.m. public access television show
hosted by the flamboyant Mr.
Charles (Robert Saoud), who
was kicked out of New York
for being “too gay.” This is
the funniest and most entertaining short play, from Mr.
Charles asking, “When an
English person comes out is
anyone really surprised? Did
anyone say, ‘Oh no, not Ian
McKellen?,’” to his guide on
how to identify a gay man in
the audience (“He’s saving his
playbill and he’s awake”). This
story also has the most to say.
Mr. Charles is a product of
his anger at the kind of political correctness that demands
that gay men hide their sexuality if they want to be seen as
equal citizens. Although Mr.
Charles can, at times, be a
little heavy-handed, such as
when he says, “We can hold

jobs, go to church and raise
children, just like everyone
else,” he is an eccentric, lovable character, and Saoud is a
pleasure to watch in the role.
The third and most poignant
of the vignettes, “Crafty,” features Barbara Ellen Diggs (Kerry
Dowling), a Midwesterner
who spends her time making
crafts that others might just
label as junk. Although the
character initially comes off
as a stale and cliché representation of a Midwesterner,
annoyance turns to sympathy when the audience finds
out that she has lost a son
to AIDS. Barbara Ellen’s dialogue about her son’s death
exemplifies Rudnick’s ability
to interweave the comic with
the sad.
The final play, “The New
Century,” is the most disappointing of the show. When
Rudnick unites the characters
in the hospital ward of a New
York hospital, it feels a bit
contrived. Furthermore, his
attempt to explain post-Sept.
11 America with an analogy
to Century 21, a New York
discount store and the origin
of the play’s title, feels a little
too forced.
Despite the shortcomings
of the final play, as a whole,
“The New Century” is a fun,
uproarious show and a great
way to spend two hours.

Eating Disorder Treatment
Treatment of Adults
Suffering from Anorexia and
Bulimia Nervosa

speakeasystage.com

There’s no smoke, but the host of ‘Too Gay’ is flaming.

For the most effective treatment and highest staff-to-client ratio in New
England, informed clinicians refer their clients to Laurel Hill Inn. We
provide extensive programming in a highly structured and supervised
non-institutional therapeutic setting. Evening, day, residential, and aftercare
programs in West Medford and West Somerville. Call Linda at
781 396-1116 or visit our web site at www.laurelhillinn.com.
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EDITORIAL

Closing Gitmo: an important first step
President Barack Obama
stood on the west steps
of the Capitol on Tuesday
and assured the world that
America is “ready to lead
once more.” It took him less
than 12 hours to show that he
intends to uphold his end of
the deal — that he intends to
be a president who “reject[s]
as false the choice between
our safety and our ideals.”
Obama took the crucial
first step in redressing abuses of the rule of law in the
War on Terror by signing a
series of executive orders
Thursday that will effectively
end the Central Intelligence
Agency’s coercive interrogation methods and close
the Guantanamo Bay detention center within a year.
With one signature, Obama
revoked a Bush administration policy that had called

into question America’s
moral and legal claim to
world leadership.
Obama
c o r re c t l y
denounced these clandestine interrogation methods
during the campaign, and
this move signals that he
intends on following through
with the policies he has been
promoting for the last two
years.
Before midnight on his
first day in office, Obama
reminded the world that a
new administration inhabits
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. And
this one intends on meeting
new threats with old ideologies — ones that lie squarely
within the realm of the U.S.
Constitution and international norms.
For a nation that has
watched its “soft power”
— its ability to influence

through means other than
coercion — diminish following the release of the Abu
Ghraib images in 2004, this
move will prove pivotal in
restoring frayed relationships with our allies, assuring them that we intend on
abiding by international
laws.
Still, the new administration has a long way to go.
Obama may have repudiated
the most disputed policies
of his successor’s administration, but he also ordered
a review of some of the more
complicated issues, deferring many decisions for the
coming months. This will
likely enable him to more
effectively confront these
issues, but he must be careful not to let this slide to
the back burner. This is of
utmost importance. He must

establish a legal framework
through which his administration can evaluate the 255
current detainees and develop a system through which
innocent detainees can be
repatriated.
Obama recognizes just
how difficult these decisions
will be, but he also recognizes just how important it
is to abide by the Geneva
Conventions and the rule of
law in general.
We hope that this executive order will not only mark
a new era in government in
which transparency is the
norm, but that it will also
mark the beginning of a
number of moves that will
strengthen the Constitution
– a charter “expanded by the
blood of generations,” which
sought to “assure the rule of
law and the rights of man.”
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Letter to the Editor
I am writing in regard to the article
“Speech gets high marks,” which ran
on the front page of the Tufts Daily
on Wednesday, Jan. 21, 2009. While
coverage of President Obama’s inaugural speech is certainly news that
deserves a front-page slot, the tone
of the article rendered it fit for the
Op-Ed section, rather than being presented as objective journalism. The
shoddy reporting that went into the
article made it little more than a
reflection of the author’s own views
on the speech.
A quick Google search of “Obama
inaugural speech review” reveals
that the reaction to Obama’s speech
was not as unanimously sparkling as
the Daily’s article would lead one to
believe. While the expected criticisms
were present in staunch conservative
publications and on conservative Web
sites such as National Review, the
very liberal Huffington Post Web site

EDITORIAL POLICY Editorials that appear on this page are written by the Editorial Page editors,
and individual editors are not necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of the Tufts Daily. The content of letters, advertisements, signed columns, cartoons and
graphics does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the Tufts Daily editorial board.

posted that left-wing writer John Judis
also criticized Obama’s remarks in an
article in The New Republic. As well,
Politico’s Web site has an article posted, entitled “Obama’s address draws
mixed reviews,” which details some
criticisms of the speech by scholars.
Clearly, the reaction was less than 100
percent positive.
A reading of the Daily’s article, however, reveals no evidence of any dissenting opinion. Part of this problem clearly comes from the sources
that the author chose to quote. A
rundown of the list reveals that the
only quotations come from a major
Obama campaign advisor, the head
of Obama’s “New England fundraising effort,” a Democratic strategist,
two members of Tufts Students for
Obama, and the president of the Tufts
Democrats. Such cherry-picking of
sources does not make for an objective article; instead, it serves to con-

firm that the article was written not
to report the facts, but to express an
opinion.
Newspapers contain an Op-Ed section for a reason. It allows them to
present the opinions of its readers
and editors, while clearly delineating these opinions from the objective
reporting of the news. If The Tufts
Daily wants to be considered a serious
newspaper, it needs to do a far better
job of separating the two.
Evan Chiacchiaro
Class of 2011

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Letters must be submitted by 4 p.m. and should be handed
into the Daily office or sent to letters@tuftsdaily.com. All letters must be word processed and
include the writer’s name and telephone number. There is a 350-word limit and letters must
be verified. The editors reserve the right to edit letters for clarity, space and length.

Correction
The photo that ran with the front-page
standalone in the Jan. 16 issue was
mistakenly credited to Aalok Kanani. It
actually was taken by Timothy Straub.

ADVERTISING POLICY All advertising copy is subject
to the approval of the Editor-in-Chief, Executive Board
and Executive Business Director. A publication schedule and rate card are available upon request.
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What President Bush did right
by

Daniel Hartman

With public opinion polls low and the media and
college students swooning over President Barack
Obama, it is important to look back at the past eight
years and examine the presidency of George W. Bush.
Many can criticize his deficit spending or the poor
response surrounding Hurricane Katrina, but Bush
has a lot to be proud of. History will look back and
agree, just as it has with past presidents such as Harry
Truman and Abraham Lincoln, both of whom exited
the presidency with low popularity. Bush can look
back at three accomplishments that will shape his
profound legacy in history. In a post-Sept. 11 world,
he has kept this country safe and secure. During his
presidency, he has seen that a close relationship with
a strong and healthy Africa is a beneficial one, and
he has dedicated unprecedented targeted funding to
strengthen the entire continent. Most of all, he will be
remembered for having the courage to oppose public
opinion and many experts and leaders in his decision
to surge in Iraq, which has proved to be the riskiest
but most noble of his decisions.
One aspect of the Bush presidency that no American
can deny is that our country has been kept safe and
secure for the past seven years. In the wake of Sept.
11, which ultimately will define his presidency, he
took it upon himself to make sure America would
never have to suffer an attack on its soil again. Bush
took up measures such as terrorist surveillance,
enhanced interrogation techniques of terrorists and
the USA PATRIOT Act to monitor suspicious activity
and thwart terrorist attacks before they could happen. Additionally, he took on the fight with al-Qaeda
and provided a fierce response against the Taliban in
Afghanistan; we were taking the fight to the terrorists
across the globe so that we would not have to face
them here at home.
Many have criticized Bush for impeding our civil
liberties by his actions, but one only has to look back
on history to see similar sacrifices. For example, in
order to preserve the Union, Lincoln suspended the
writ of habeas corpus in 1861; it was also suspended
during and after World War II. Thus, in times of war
like these, it is not uncommon to see necessary steps
taken to secure the homeland, and Bush has succeeded in that goal and has returned a country, shocked
by Sept. 11, back to normalcy.
Another overlooked accomplishment of the nowformer president was his dedication to creating
and strengthening allies in the developing world,
especially in Africa. He saw that a developed African
continent leads to a safer, more prosperous and more
generous America. A developed Africa will lead to
responsible governments that do not harbor terrorists and to economically stronger countries that can
trade in the global markets. It represents America’s
moral responsibility to provide for those less fortunate. These are a few of the reasons that explain why
Bush has over an 80 percent approval rating on the
continent of Africa.
Bush’s programs include the President’s Emergency
Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR). Before PEPFAR, only
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50,000 people in sub-Saharan Africa were receiving
treatment for HIV and/or AIDS, and today there are
nearly 1.68 million people being treated in the region;
PEPFAR is the single greatest effort against a disease
in international history, and it’s an accomplishment
the 43rd president can be proud of. The President’s
Malaria Initiative has been helpful for the continent
in fighting the horrible disease of malaria. Finally, the
Millennium Challenge Account is a microfinance program that invests in over 35 nations across the world.
It has involved targeting over $6 billion of financing
to businesses and governments that promote positive change in the developing world. As history looks
back, Bush will be credited with a better-developed,
safer and prosperous international community.
While American security and international development have been proud accomplishments, Bush’s
toughest, most noble decision was the surge in Iraq.
In January 2007, the Iraq War was going terribly; the
Iraq Study Group had just recommended a withdrawal of troops, and the American people, in addition
to many generals on the ground, were calling for an
end to the war and an admission of defeat. But Bush
decided to go against that strong wave of anti-war
sentiment and instead of withdrawing troops, he took
the opposite course and put more troops in with a
different strategy; it was a decision that defined the
Iraq War and much of his presidency. Bush sought
out General David Petraeus, who developed a new
counterinsurgency plan for Iraq. When considering

the political winds that were blowing directly in his
face at the time, this decision was nothing less than
the most courageous of his presidency — and he was
right.
As a result of the surge, we now see a safer, more
secure Iraq allowing for a withdrawal of American
troops in victory rather than defeat. And when history judges Bush’s Iraq War, the surge ought to be
revered as much of a success as the situation preceding it was a failure. If Iraq is a strong ally of America
and a beacon of hope for freedom and women’s
rights in the Middle East in the next few decades, the
country can thank Bush’s courage and determination
to succeed.
Bush was dealt a hand that no one expected on Sept.
11, 2001, and whether you agree with him or not, he
has always looked at decisions as a matter of right or
wrong, not left or right. Every decision he has made
has, in his view, been in the best interest of the United
States, and it would be shortsighted of Americans to
ignore that as he vacates 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue.
Americans everywhere should be appreciative of
the man who gave his all to his country over the
past eight years, and the nation should give him
a proper send-off as a respected, honorable and
courageous leader.
Daniel Hartman is a senior majoring in economics and
political science.
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Submit an Op-Ed!

The Op-Ed section of the Daily, an open forum for campus editorial commentary,
is printed Monday through Thursday. Submissions are welcome from all members of the Tufts community. We accept opinion articles on any aspect of campus
life, as well as articles on national or international news. Opinion pieces should be
between 800 and 1,200 words. Please send submissions to oped@tuftsdaily.com in
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date of publication. If you are unable to save your submission in one of these two
formats, contact us for other instructions.
Please include a contact number with your submission.
Feel free to e-mail us with any questions.
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SUDOKU
Level: Administering the oath of office

Late Night at the Daily
Solution to Wednesday's puzzle

Mike: “I think Features should have only sex
columns.”
Evans: “Then we could change the Features
banner to Features & Sex.”
Kerianne: “That would get hard to read.”
Mike: “That would get hard.”
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Housing
6 Bedroom Apt at Tufts
Large 6 bdrm/2 bath on Walker
St, across from Tufts football
field, newly updated, washer/
dryer, lots of off-street parking,
storage, porches, yard, subletting
O.K., $625/bdrm/month, available
June 1. Call Tom 617-413-5716 or
TomCDriscoll@comcast.net

Housing
Great 4 Br Apt Available
for next school year. June 1,
2009 - May 30th 2010 - Right near
school. Last one left $2450 - Call
617-448-6233
Available for Lease
3 Bedroom, very close to campus, for school year 2009-2010.
Common room, big kitchen, parking - ACT NOW WONT LAST. Call
617-448-6233
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3 and 4 Bedroom Apartments
(781) 863-0440 No fees, $525$645/BR. Clean modern apartments next to Tufts on quiet
street. New washer & dryer.
Large modern kitchens with new
refrigerators, dishwashers, and oak
cabinets. Bathrooms remodeled.
Hardwood floors, front and back
porches, garages.

Still Looking for Off-Campus
Housing?
Two 4 BR apartments available in
the same house on Ossipee Rd.
Available for 4, 5, or 8 people. Call
Maria at 781-942-7625 for more
information.

Housing

continued from page 16

Beyel said. “We’ve been working our
butts off on getting what we need to do
done right.”
The offense did not fare well either
against the Panthers and Ephs, averaging just 62 points after scoring 78
points per game over its first 13 contests. Additionally, Pierce was held
to a season-low six points against
Williams, well below his average of
20.9. Nonetheless, Pierce still believes
that the Tufts offense can be productive and find ways to score.
“We’re confident in the plays that
we run when we execute correctly,”
Pierce said.
The Mules bring a balanced offensive
attack to Cousens Gymnasium, with
four players averaging double digits
in scoring. They are led by junior captain and forward Adam Choice, who
averages 15 points per game, a mark
helped by his astounding 58 percent
three-point shooting. Colby also leads
the NESCAC in team shooting percentage at 47 percent. Scoring 72 points
per game, the Mules are not a team
that will light up the scoreboard, but
their efficiency and number of options
could present problems for Tufts.
Defensively, Colby ranks fourth in
the NESCAC in points against, allow-

ing opponents a meager 62 points per
game. While no starter stands above
6-foot-6, the Mules also do a great job
controlling the boards, out-rebounding
their opponents by almost nine boards
per game, tops in the NESCAC.

“Season-wise, it’s not the
end of the season if we lose,
but motivation-wise, I think
it’s huge. We have to come
out and play two real good
games this weekend and I
think the home court will be
big for us.”
Dave Beyel
junior forward
While Colby has been a tough defense
to figure out, Bowdoin has proven to
be the conference’s toughest, allowing
just 57 points per game. The NESCAC’s
leader in points against also ranks second in the conference in field goal percentage against, limiting opponents to
just 39 percent shooting.
On the offensive end, the Polar Bears

Sperm Donors Needed
Cambridge.
Up to 1200 dollars a month.
Healthy MEN, wanted for
California Cryobanks sperm donor
program. APPLY ONLINE www.
spermbank.com

classifieds policy All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order, or exact cash
only. All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $10 per week with Tufts ID or $20 per
week without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except the cost of the
insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity, are of an
overly sexual nature, or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Colby and Bowdoin both to bring stingy D to Cousens
MEN’S BASKETBALL

Wanted

4 Bedroom Apt at Tufts
Large 4 bdrm on Walker St., across
from Tufts football field, newly
updated, washer/dryer, lots of offstreet parking, storage, porches,
yard, subletting O.K, $625/bdrm/
month., available June 1. Call Tom
617-413-5716 or TomCDriscoll@
comcast.net

have occasionally struggled to score
consistently, averaging just 67 points
per game. At 6-foot-8, 250 pounds,
junior center Mark Phillips leads the
team with 12 points and six rebounds
per game. His physical presence
is the key on both sides of the ball
for Bowdoin.
“It’s important with any good offensive player to throw lots of different
looks at him and make him uncomfortable,” Pierce said. “We have some
defensive stoppers. With [junior center] Tom Selby, we feel we have a premier post defender in this league.”
The Jumbos are anxious to play at
home again, where they’ve had only
five out of 15 games so far this season. A loud, supportive crowd might
be exactly what Tufts, who has lacked
energy at times, desperately needs.
“It’s always nice when you play in
front of a crowd that supports you
and your friends and family can come
and see you,” Pierce said. “We’re trying to get the taste out of our mouths
of last weekend, so we’re excited for a
big weekend.”
“Season-wise, it’s not the end of the
season if we lose, but motivation-wise,
I think it’s huge,” Beyel added. “We
have to come out and play two real
good games this weekend, and I think
the home court will be big for us.”

Stack, Hoiberg
must finish the
rebuilding job
NBA

continued from page 15

draft thanks to past trades, giving
them more chances to find one more
impact player that could make them
playoff contenders.
Coupled with these assets,
Minnesota will have over $20 million worth of contracts expiring after
next season. While the likes of LeBron
James or Chris Bosh might not be
willing to come to Minnesota, that is
a lot of money that could go to paying
a couple of above-average players.
Wolves fans probably are not getting too hyped up over wins against
teams like the Memphis Grizzlies or
Oklahoma City Thunder, but there
is a lot to like about this team. The
outlook for Minnesota is not clear.
Immediate questions that the team
will have to face are whether McHale
will stay on to coach in a job he did
not want and if Sebastian Telfair
can be the answer at point guard.
Regardless, this team is showing that
even without the Big Ticket, there is
still a reason to follow basketball
in Minnesota.

Alonzo Mourning turned every setback into a putback
by

Ethan J. Skolnick
MCT

Of all the philosophical quotes
Pat Riley shared during their
time together, Alonzo Mourning
repeated one the most, and you
knew he would again during the
final and most uplifting of his
many basketball farewells.
“Adversity introduces a
man to himself,” Mourning
said Thursday at American
Airlines Arena. “And in every
adversity there’s a seed of
equivalent benefit.”
Adversity did something even
more in this case, something for
which sports fans here should
forever be grateful. It introduced
South Florida to this man, the
introspective, philanthropic,
responsible and admirable statesman who announced his retirement with Riley and Heat owner
Micky Arison at his side, while
his wife Tracy recorded video in
the front row. It introduced us to
someone now eminently more
likable than the gruff, egocentric,
hot-tempered individual who
arrived after a contract dispute
with the Charlotte Hornets in
1995 to serve as the taproot of
Riley’s Heat culture.
“They’ve seen me grow over
the years,” Mourning said of the
Heat staff. “We were just talking
about the old arena, and who I
was then and who am I now, it’s
like Jekyll and Hyde. And I’m sure
all of you as media personnel can
attest to that now.”
Chuckling in the room.
“We don’t need any comments from the peanut gallery,”
Mourning said, smiling.
We can certainly attest to that
change, especially those who
remember “Zo Days,” when
Mourning was the signature
star and yet would only speak
— unenthusiastically — after
a single practice per week. No
South Florida athlete in memory

has changed and matured more
in that sense.
But it’s not about us. It’s about
you. It’s about what Mourning
has meant to the South Florida
fans and community, a connection rivaled over the past quarter-century only by that with Dan
Marino. He started his foundation in 1997, three years before
the devastating diagnosis of kidney disease, with Mourning coming off the strongest season of
his career.
While that diagnosis might
have led to self-pity, and a reduction in selfless efforts like Zo’s
Summer Groove, it instead served
as an ubercatalyst for expansion
and promotion. He worked tirelessly to create havens and hope
for underserved local children,
and his rare kidney disease itself
became a cause for awareness.
He has always worked just as
hard on the court, making it hard
for you, the fans, to stay mad at
him for long. Not even after he
bolted for the New Jersey Nets, a
decision he later regretted, and
not even after some of what he
said at that time sounded unappreciative. Some in the media
underestimated him upon his
return to the organization — I
wrote a regrettable column in
2005 questioning whether the
former franchise centerpiece
could accept a secondary role
to Shaquille O’Neal. Mourning
made such fears seem foolish.
He gave the Heat a professional
locker room example, especially for young star Dwyane
Wade, as well as an intense
defensive presence.
He also gave South Florida a
championship, the one he had
stalked for a decade. Even with
Wade’s otherworldly play, the
Heat wouldn’t have won the
NBA Finals that night without
Mourning’s maniacal Game 6
effort. Eight points, six rebounds,
five blocks in just 14 minutes.

mct

Alonzo Mourning, a seven-time NBA All-Star at center, has decided to retire rather than mount another comeback at age 38. Mourning played 15 seasons and won a title with the 2005-06 Miami Heat. One of the best
defensive big men in the game, Mourning compiled 2,356 blocks in his career, 10th most in NBA history.
Maybe he had more shortspurt, high-impact performances in him, even while approaching age 39, even after he shredded his patellar tendon and
said “it’s over, it’s over, it’s over,
it’s over” while writhing on the
Phillips Arena floor in Atlanta.
After 14 months, the knee had
healed enough to give Mourning
that shot. Yet he wasn’t sure if he
could reach his old level, and he
couldn’t take more pain. Then,
at Barack Obama’s inauguration,
frequent queries about his health
“struck a chord.” He recognized

that he could still walk and run,
enough to chase after his kids. He
realized that was worth protecting, more than any basket.
So he moves on. To golf, hoping to improve a 20-handicap so
he can compete in 11 years on
the Champions Tour. To his family, including Tracy, who asked
the news conference’s last question about how he’d use his spare
time (he promised to wash dishes and take out trash). To new
basketball opportunities, maybe
in a front office, maybe broadcasting — he now communicates

comfortably and eloquently, no
longer using big words gratuitously and incorrectly.
He would be a natural in
politics, but he believes he can
accomplish more for the community in his current position,
without owing any favors. “My
true purpose here is service to
others,” he said. “It’s much bigger
than basketball.”
He moves on, but not away,
as Alonzo Mourning, grown man
and role model in a world short
on both. That counts as his greatest victory, by far.
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Tufts looks to remain unbeaten at home against Mules, Bears this weekend
ICE HOCKEY

continued from page 16

Boutet struck again, this time
on a man advantage, feeding
junior forward Brett Moore in
the slot for the team’s first of
two power play scores on the
day. Moore had a hand in all
three Camel goals on the evening, assisting on the team’s
other two scores as well.
It remained a 2-0 Camel lead
until nearly six minutes into the
final period, when the Conn.
College power play was able to
convert for the second time on
the night. Junior forward Ryan
Howarth redirected a shot by
junior forward Trevor Bradley,
beating Barchard just inside
the right post and pushing the
Jumbo deficit to 3-0.
“They weren’t really doing
anything specific [on the power
play],” sophomore forward Tom
Derosa said. “It was just a few
bad bounces out in front of
the goal that they were able
to beat Scotty on. Normally he
makes those saves, but it was
just one of those nights where
the bounces weren’t going
our way.”
Derosa, the Jumbos’ points
leader, led the response mustered by the Tufts man-advantage unit with eight minutes remaining in the contest.
Derosa, who tallied his eighth
goal of the season, took a lead
pass from sophomore defenseman Andy Davis onto a
breakaway and quashed any
Camel hopes of a shutout for
Conn. College junior goalie
Greg Parker.
But that would be the last
score of the game. Parker turned
out a near-perfect effort, notching 21 saves for the Camels.
Barchard, who was equally solid
for the Jumbos, backed 23 stops
on the contest and was credited
an assist on the team’s scoring
play as well, accurately hitting
Davis, who then quickly moved
the puck along to Derosa.
“Scotty’s been great all
year,” junior co-captain David
Antonelli said. “He’s kept us in
lots of games, some especially
that we shouldn’t have even had
a chance to win. He’s the type of
guy that keeps you in games no
matter what, and we’re going to
need him down the stretch.”
On the whole, the Jumbos’
lack of any sustained serious

daily file photo

Freshman Nick Resor fights for the puck while sophomore Tom Derosa enters the fray. Derosa and Resor currently lead the Jumbos in total points this
season with tallies of 15 and 11, respectively.
offensive threats — combined
with a slew of injuries on the
defensive side of the ice — led
to a largely inconsistent effort
in the close and tough areas.
“Their first goal was just a
bad break that caught us early
on in the game that we couldn’t
do anything about, but mainly it
was just momentary lapses that
gave them success,” Antonelli
said. “We were a bit shorthanded on defense with injuries, but
it was a team effort that led to
[Tuesday night’s] results, and
we need to improve on playing more complete games this
upcoming weekend.”
“Any time you have players
out, it’s certainly going to affect
your team,” Derosa added.
“Especially when most of the
guys who have been out for us
are defensemen, it’s been pretty

tough. We’ve had to put some
forwards back on defense to fill
those roles, but hopefully this
weekend we should get some
of those injured guys back, and
we’ll look to use them to our
advantage.”
While the Conn. College
squad moves confidently toward
their important NESCAC battles against Bowdoin and Colby
this weekend, the Jumbos now
face a similar immediate future,
albeit with a slightly more desperate outlook.
“We definitely need to get
our power play going again,
and we need to start producing
more when we get those opportunities,” Derosa said. “We’re
getting the chances, but we just
need to finish those chances
and execute a little bit better.
The chances and shots are there

StatISTICS | Standings
Women's Basketball
(12-1, 2-0 NESCAC)

(7-8, 0-2 NESCAC)

Amherst
Middlebury
Williams
Colby
Trinity
Wesleyan
Bowdoin
Bates
Conn. Coll.
Tufts

NESCAC

OVERALL

W
2
2
2
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

W
13
14
12
10
5
5
10
8
9
7

L
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
2
2
2

L
2
2
5
4
9
9
4
7
6
8

Individual Statistics
RPG
8.9
4.9
2.8
2.6
5.0
1.9
3.3
1.5
0.4
1.4
2.0
1.1
1.5

APG
1.2
1.6
1.3
4.9
0.9
0.6
0.3
1.2
0.6
0.2
0.5
0.3
0.2

Jon Pierce
Dave Beyel
Aaron Gallant
Matt Galvin
Tom Selby
Dan Cook
James Long
Reed Morgan
A. Quezada
Bryan Lowry
Sam Mason
Peter Saba
Max Cassidy

PPG
20.9
12.4
12.3
5.8
4.3
4.2
4.2
3.9
3.3
2.1
1.7
1.0
0.9

Team

73.9 39.8 12.7

NESCAC

W
Amherst
2
Bates
2
Trinity
2
Tufts
2
Bowdoin
1
Colby
0
Conn. Coll. 0
Middlebury 0
Wesleyan
0
Williams
0

L
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
2
2
0

OVERALL

W
17
13
13
12
13
8
6
6
8
5

L
0
4
1
1
3
6
8
9
6
11

Individual Statistics
PPG
Julia Baily
14.7
Colleen Hart
12.3
K. Tausanovitch 11.0
Kim Moynihan 9.9
Rachel Figaro
7.8
Casey Sullivan 7.5
Lindsay Weiner 3.4
Vanessa Miller 2.1
Stacy Filocco
1.6
Katie Puishys
1.6
Katie Wholey
1.4
Kate Barnosky 1.2
E. Edwds-Bdrez 0.9
Team

RPG
8.5
4.2
7.0
4.2
5.7
2.7
0.8
3.5
0.4
1.4
0.6
0.5
0.6

The Jumbos make their return
to the Malden Forum this weekend, taking on conference rivals
Colby and Bowdoin. And if their
record on home ice thus far
indicates anything, chances
are good that the squad will
put together a couple of strong
efforts in order to better position themselves for a potential
postseason berth.
“We’re undefeated at home
this year, and I think there’s
a reason for that,” Antonelli
said. “We’ve just put together
better efforts in our home rink.
Especially with these road
trips, going for three nights at
a time, being in a hotel, and
being up late, we’re excited
to be home this weekend and
hope that playing in front of
our home crowd will change
things for us.”

SCHEDULE | Jan. 23 - Jan. 27
		

Men's Basketball

for us, but we’ve got to be able
to convert those more often to
get back to playing the way we
were earlier on in the season.”
After a pair of hard-fought
losses to regional opponents
St. Michael’s and Skidmore, the
team was trounced by Castleton
State 11-2 last Saturday. Now,
the team knows it must head in
a new direction.
“Getting back our identity
that defined us at the beginning of the year is going to be
the key for us moving forward,”
Antonelli said. “No matter who’s
out there, we need to out-work
teams, and if we do that, we can
compete with any team in the
country on any given night. It’s
just the little stuff, the fundamental stuff, which we need to
focus on and to get that hardworking identity back.”

APG
0.9
5.3
1.2
2.3
0.9
1.7
0.6
1.8
0.4
0.2
0.5
1.1
0.0

75.5 44.5 17.4

Ice Hockey

(6-7-0, 3-6-0 NESCAC/ECAC East)
NESCAC

W
Middlebury 7
Trinity
7
Amherst
6
Williams
5
Hamilton
5
Bowdoin
4
Conn. Coll. 3
Colby
3
Tufts
3
Wesleyan 2

L
1
2
2
2
4
4
4
6
6
7

OVERALL

T W L T
1 10 2 1
0 10 3 0
1 8 4 1
2 7 4 2
0 6 7 1
1 7 5 1
2 7 5 2
0 4 8 1
0 6 7 0
0 2 11 0

Individual Statistics
Tom Derosa
Nick Resor
Dylan Cooper
Mike Vitale
Lindsay Walker
Andy Davis
Evan Story
Doug Wilson
Matt Amico
Zach Diaco
Team

G
8
6
2
1
3
2
4
1
1
2
37

Goalkeeping
Scott Barchard
Jay McNamara
Team

S
330
55
390

A
7
5
6
7
4
4
1
4
4
2
56

GA
34
9
48

Pts.
15
11
8
8
7
6
5
5
4
4
93
S%
.907
.859
.890

FRI

SAT

Men’s
Basketball

vs. Colby
7 p.m.

vs. Bowdoin
2 p.m.

Women’s
Basketball

at Colby
7 p.m.

at Bowdoin
2 p.m.

Ice Hockey

vs. Colby
7 p.m.

vs. Bowdoin
3:30 p.m.

Men’s
Swimming and
Diving

at MIT
1 p.m.

Women’s
Swimming and
Diving

at MIT
1 p.m.

Indoor Track
and Field

SUN

MON

TUES

vs. BU
1 p.m.

BU Terrier Invite
9 a.m./2 p.m.
at
vs. Franklin & vs. Denison
10 a.m./
Marshall at Yale Yale
at Conn.
6:30 p.m.
College 3 p.m.

at Northeastern
6:30 p.m.

Women’s
Squash

vs. Franklin &
Marshall at Yale
6:30 p.m.

at Conn.
College
12 p.m.

at Northeastern
6:30 p.m.

JumboCast

Men’s
Basketball

Men’s
Basketball

Men’s
Squash
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Top 10 | Things in Sports that Need a Change
As we sports connoisseurs here at
the Tufts Daily prepare to go, well, daily
again next week, we’ve decided it fitting
to honor our source of inspiration for this
truly necessary change in our weekly Top
10. As the newly inaugurated President
Barack Obama took the oath of office
earlier this week, it got us thinking: Heck,
perhaps we might need some of this
magical thing they call change right here
in the world of sports! This week’s top 10
honors those people, events, institutions
et cetera in sports that are seriously in
need of a bit of some alteration.
10) The Detroit Lions. In what has
been one of the most painful sights in
recent NFL history, the hapless Lions have
proved time and time again their sheer
ineptitude at identifying talent, developing young players and simply winning
football games. The Motor-City faithful’s
hopes ride on the coattails of newly hired
head honcho Jim Schwartz (former Titans
defensive coordinator) and a refocused
front office mentality sans Matt Millen’s
utterly abysmal football decision skills.
9) ESPN’s “Sunday Night Baseball”
booth. Joe Morgan was a great player. A
Hall of Famer, in fact, which is something
he loves to remind audiences. But just
because you can play the game doesn’t
mean that you are qualified to be an
announcer (right, Bill Walton?) When
you are so hated that there was once an
entire Web site devoted to getting you
canned (the late firejoemorgan.com —
R.I.P.), maybe it is a sign.
8) The Pro Bowl. The Pro Bowl is by
far the most worthless of all the allstar games in the sporting world. NFL
players go through at least 20 games a
season, and then after some have been
relaxing for a month, they come back
to play a game with no purpose. There
is hope, however, as we hear that Sir
Goodell has plans to move the contest
to the dead week before Super Bowl
XLIV next year.

7) The NBA playoffs. Sometime at the
end of April, the first round of the NBA
playoffs will commence — hopefully. And
if they are anything like last season, the
last teams standing will be playing well
into June. Two months, David Stern?
Even the biggest NBA fans think that’s a
little much. Maybe a a big basketball fan
like President Obama can bring back the
five-game first-round series.
6) Joakim Noah’s face. Yes, Noah is a
pretty decent basketball player and led
the Florida Gators to back-to-back NCAA
championships. But shouldn’t someone
whose mother is a former Miss Sweden
look better than this? Just look at that
mug!
5) Jerry Jones. The annual circus and
charade that is put on by the Dallas
Cowboys’ front office staff has led the
‘Boys down the wrong road over the
past decade. To be fair, Jones has had
his fair share of success (see Super
Bowls XXVII, XXVIII and XXX), but the
21st century has seen him foster an
environment that limits power in the
hands of anyone aside from Jones himself and encourages players who provide
no dearth of media attention. It’s time
that Jones let football people make the
football decisions, as well as allow his
coaching staff to have a sense of control
over its own players.
4) Football overtimes. The NFL’s version
of overtime is a disaster. Is it fair to let
one team get the ball and have a chance
to score without the other team even
touching it? And with kickers who can hit
60-yard field goals, offenses don’t need
to move the ball that far. College rules
are better, but starting at the 25-yard
line? Even Detroit could move that far.
3) The NBA draft lottery. When a team
puts so much effort into tanking the last
month of its season only to miss out on a
top pick, that just doesn’t seem right. On
top of that, how did the Knicks mysteri-
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AHHHH WHAT IS THAT THING!?
ously get Patrick Ewing? It seems that the
team with the best shot at the brightest
potential star only wins in certain circumstances, like the Cavs fortuitously reeling
in LeBron James.
2) The bye week before the Super
Bowl. Yes, the Super Bowl is the biggest
sporting event of the year, but do we
really need two weeks worth of stories
and inflated media attention about it?
How many times can one game be broken down? How many stories have to be
written about the resurrection of Kurt
Warner or the legacy of great Steelers
defenses? Plus, with so much hype, the
game itself hardly has a chance to stand
up to all the pre-game squabble.

1) BCS playoff system. Note to the
BCS Governance Board: President Obama
thinks we need change in this area, and
the man might be on to something. As
he memorably declared on the campaign
trail this fall, the BCS playoff system no
longer does it job. The system is supposed to declare a clear national champion, yet that is anything but the case.
It’s quite simple, actually: An eight-team,
three-round playoff bracket system easily quells the gripes of those qualified
teams on the outside looking in on the
BCS National Championship game (Utah,
Texas) and will allow for not less but
more advertising dollars for all.
—by Scott Janes and Ethan Landy

Tufts heads to Maine tonight for
weekend bouts with Colby, Bowdoin
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
continued from page 16

by 15. But Wheaton chipped away at the
lead, going on an 8-0 run between the
7:44 and 6:12 marks of the period to climb
within four.
That was the closest Wheaton would
come. Tufts bumped the lead back up
to double digits just 2:33 later on a pair
of free throws by Baily, and the Jumbos
never looked back from there. Wheaton’s
71 points, however, were the second-most
allowed by Tufts all season, coming short
of the 81 surrendered to Brandeis in the
team’s only loss on Nov. 30.
“I don’t think our defense was up to
par in the second half,” Berube said. “You
can’t go from giving up just 26 points in
one half to 45 in the next. I think it’s a
little area of concern; it’s been our rollercoaster ride thus far this season. Some
games it looks great, it looks unbelievable, and then other games it’s a tale of
two different defensive teams, one in the
first half and the other in the second. It’s
something we need to talk about and get
more consistent with.”
The Lyons shot an impressive 87.1
percent from the charity stripe for the
game, including 17-for-18 in the second half, good for 94.4 percent. But the
Jumbos had the edge on the glass, outrebounding Wheaton 50-35 and scoring
42 points in the paint compared with
the Lyons’ 26. Still, the physical nature
of the game and the refereeing were
points of contention.
“We have to work on not getting caught
up in that,” Baily said. “It was frustrating,
but when it comes down to it, we have
to concentrate and make plays and take
our time.”
Junior Jenny Champney led Wheaton
with a game-high 26 points and added
nine rebounds, while senior tri-captain
Krystin Hickey contributed 12 points
and eight boards. On the opposite end
of the court, senior co-captain Kim
Moynihan had 17 points and eight

rebounds for the Jumbos.
“We scored 79 points without Colleen,
so offensively it was a good night, but
we let Wheaton score 71 points,” Baily
said. “One of our season goals has been
keeping teams under 50 points, and that
definitely did not happen.”

“It’s a big shot to us when
our point guard is not on the
floor, our court leader ... It
affected us at some points,
and then I think the people off
the bench stepped up and did
a great job when called on.”
Carla Berube
coach
Tufts will have the chance to make
good on that goal when it returns to
conference play tonight against NESCAC
foe Colby, who is 8-6 overall and 0-1 in
the conference. The Jumbos have won
four out of the last five meetings against
the Mules, and their nine-game winning
streak will be put on the line when they
travel to Maine.
“Colby is young, but they have some
great talent,” Berube said. “Its going to be
a great game; I think every NESCAC game
is very competitive. It’s not easy to go up
there on a Friday night, traveling that far
and taking on a very good Colby team.
It’s going to be a big test for us. They are
getting better and better with every game
with their experience, and we have to
come to play with our best game.”
“It’s a NESCAC game, so we’re going
to take it seriously because those are the
games we’ve been working up to all year
long,” Baily added. “We’re going to take
Colby just like any other game — play
hard and play smart.”

COURTESY MATT DILYARD, COLLEGE OF WOOSTER

Gardel earns NESCAC diving honor
following last weekend’s performance
Junior diver Lindsay Gardel capped
a weekend of strong performances
by earning NESCAC Co-Performer of
the Week honors on Monday. Gardel
becomes the second member of the
women’s swimming and diving team to
capture the conference’s weekly honor,
joining sophomore Megan Kono.
At a tri-meet last weekend against
Wesleyan and Williams, Gardel was

the only Jumbo to post a victory,
sweeping the 1- and 3-meter diving events. Gardel and her teammate,
junior Kelsey Bell, went 1-2 in each
event as Tufts earned a split with its
two NESCAC rivals.
Gardel and the Jumbos will hit
the pool tomorrow when they travel
down the Red Line for a matchup
against MIT.
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Inside the NBA

New Year, New Wolves: Minnesota
turning things around under McHale
by

Ethan Landy

Daily Editorial Board

When you trade the best
player in the history of your
franchise for what amounts
to prospects, there’s no doubt
that your team is going to
need to rebuild. It’s never an
easy task to sell an uncertain
future to fans, and that is what
Minnesota Timberwolves owner
Glen Taylor gambled on when
he traded Kevin Garnett to the
Boston Celtics last year.
Historically, it seems to take
a few years for a team to find its
stride, but less than two years
after the KG trade, Minnesota is
already beginning to show signs
of turning things around.
The young Timberwolves
have caught fire in 2009, more
than doubling their win total
from earlier in the season and
giving fans in the Twin Cities
some hope. Minnesota and
the San Antonio Spurs are
the two teams in the Western
Conference that have played the
best basketball record-wise in
2009 with only two losses each,
and while the latter are making
their annual second-half push,
the Wolves are just beginning to
show their share of promise.
In early December, coach
Randy Wittman was fired and
Vice President of Basketball
Operations Kevin McHale was
installed behind the bench.
McHale has been much
maligned in his 13-year stint
in the front office, with such
notorious moves as engineering a secret agreement to sign
veteran Joe Smith and drafting immortal busts William

Avery and Ndudi Ebi. The team
responded to their new coach
with eight straight losses, but
McHale has shown that he
might be better-suited to leading from the bench than from
the front office.
In nine games in January, the
Wolves have gone from six to 13
wins, and even with those coming against subpar competition,
there has still been a noticeable
improvement. The key to their
streak has been finding consistent options on offense to complement Al Jefferson, the holdover centerpiece of the Garnett
trade and an All-Star candidate.
Big Al has scored in double figures in all but two games this
year and is averaging a doubledouble with 22.2 points and
10.6 rebounds a game. He is
flourishing as the go-to guy in
Minnesota’s offense, and he has
shown he can be a player around
which a team can build. Much
of Jefferson’s improvement can
be tied to his work with McHale,
a Hall of Fame player in his own
days with the Celtics, who has
taught his young big man an
array of post moves.
Jefferson’s help as of late has
mainly come from Randy Foye,
the third-year guard who before
this season was known more
for being traded for Portland
Trailblazers All-Star Brandon
Roy than for his playing ability.
Instead of trying to fit a square
peg into a round hole, McHale
has played Foye off the ball and
allowed him to come off screens
and drive more to the hole. With
an open offense, Foye has finally showed the form that made
him a top-10 draft pick. He has

averaged 20.4 points in January,
and if he can find ways to score
regularly, he will be the backcourt leader the team needs to
pair with Jefferson. Minnesota
is certainly a different team
when Foye is playing well, and
he has shown the confidence to
take big shots down the stretch
for his team as of late.
Nonetheless, this is still a
flawed team, and its biggest
problem is lack of size. Jefferson
has been playing out of position
at center, and though his post
moves are advanced enough on
the offensive end, the team’s
defense suffers with him there.
Kevin Love, the fifth pick in last
June’s draft, has played his best
ball of the season in January. But
even while averaging 11 points
and more than 10 rebounds
lately, he still gives Minnesota
a small front line when paired
with Jefferson. Ryan Gomes and
Craig Smith, two undersized
forwards who take up the rest of
the minutes in the frontcourt,
are serviceable role players but
do not give the team any additional size on the floor.
The new leaders in the front
office, general manager Jim
Stack and assistant GM Fred
Hoiberg, will be responsible
for finishing McHale’s rebuilding project. The first move they
could make is trying to turn
veteran swingman Mike Miller,
who has been the one player
struggling as of late and is having the worst shooting season
of his career. The Timberwolves
could also have as many as four
first-round picks in next year’s
see NBA, page 12
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Minnesota Timberwolves forward Al Jefferson is averaging a double-double
so far this season as his team’s go-to player. The Wolves are one of only two
teams in the Western Conference with only two losses in January.

Inside the NHL

The NHL All-Star Game: another offensive showcase?
by

Korin Hasegawa-John
Senior Staff Writer

As All-Star Weekend approaches, the
NHL may want to take another look at
its priorities.
Currently, the league showcases three
major events during All-Star Weekend: the
skills competition, the YoungStars Game
and the All-Star Game itself. Of all three
events, the All-Star Game is the least compelling. The skills competition involves the
best players showing off their talent, including 100-mph slapshots and outrageous
shootout moves. In the YoungStars Game,
the best rookies take on the best sophomore
players, giving fans a great look at hockey’s
future stars.
Since 1947, the All-Star Game has pitted
the best players in the NHL against each
other. Make that the best offensive players — the last 20 All-Star Games have seen
an average of 15 total goals per game. Over
that span, average total goals did not exceed
eight goals per game in league contests.
Clearly, nobody is trying to play defense,
fore-check or do anything hockey-related
aside from scoring. The All-Star game is
one where they should probably leave the
goaltenders and bruising defensemen at
home and let the Ovechkins and Iginlas of
the league shoot the lights out.
And yet, the NHL is inviting two excellent
defensemen to the party. Stephane Robidas
of the Dallas Stars will be suiting up for the
West. He is tied for second in defenseman
hits with 125 and has 75 blocked shots
to go with them, but hits in the All-Star
Game are about as common as unicorns.
Robidas might pick up a secondary assist
just because it’s hard to avoid when 15 goals
are scored. A goal is less likely, as he has
scored just two goals in 42 games. Robidas
is a very good player, but he will never be an
offensive weapon.
Robidas was a league selection to replace
injured Detroit Red Wings veteran Nicklas
Lidstrom, but Montreal Canadiens defenseman Mike Komisarek was chosen instead by
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Stephane Robidas of the Dallas Stars is one of the few defenseman who will be playing in this
year’s All-Star game. This year’s game should be another high scoring contest.
the fans. The league shares some blame, since
Komisarek was a questionable choice for fan
balloting in the first place. In this, the offensive game of offensive games, Komisarek

clearly does not belong. He has 11 goals in
325 career games and is more known for his
physicality, his shot-blocking and his punishing hits, regularly appearing in the top 10

in those categories. He may be an excellent
defenseman, but Komisarek is the worst AllStar selection this side of Sean Avery.
To add insult to injury, Komisarek will be
starting, as the fan voting determines the
starters for each team. This season’s starters for the East are all from the Pittsburgh
Penguins or the hometown Canadiens.
Coincidence?
Voting occurred online, so it was not
long until enterprising fans devised automated voting programs to exploit the NHL’s
vote-early-vote-often policy. Then, as the
Penguins-Habs off-ice battle heated up,
each team encouraged its fans to vote via
text message for all of that team’s nominees simultaneously. For the Penguins, this
originally included Sergei Gonchar, on the
injured reserve since September. The Habs
nominees included an underperforming
Alexei Kovalev (on pace for just 21 goals)
and an injured Saku Koivu, neither of whom
deserves to be playing in the game.
Of course, the hometown fans in
Montreal wanted to see all three forwards,
two defensemen and the goalie wearing
the bleu, blanc et rouge, whether they were
deserving or not. All fans want to see their
favorite players take the ice, and with an
arguably meaningless game on the line,
how much does it really matter if teams
stuff the ballot box? Currently, the All-Star
game is just a fun goal-scoring exhibition. If the NHL wants real hockey, where
players like Robidas and Komisarek would
be worthwhile selections, it will have to
change the game to encourage defense.
This solution would be virtually impossible
to implement, as teams do not want to risk
unnecessary harm to their stars, and injuries would certainly result from a typical
regular season-style game.
The only real solution is for the league to
wise up, pick better players on the fan ballots, and recognize that the game is going to
be a gong show. Each side could then put in
the players that will thrive under these conditions. The big men, although very valuable
to their teams, are a bit out of place.
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Women’s Basketball

Jumbos pounce on Lyons, derail upset bid
by

Brian Comenitz

Daily Staff Writer

Coming off back-to-back conference
wins over the weekend, the women’s basketball team continued its winning ways

26
34

Tufts
Conn. College

Jumbos return to Cousens
looking for first NESCAC win
Alex Lach

Daily Staff Writer

After a winless start to NESCAC play,
the men’s basketball team is looking to
turn things around this weekend as it
plays host to both Colby and Bowdoin.
The 7-8 (0-2 NESCAC) Jumbos will take
on the Mules (10-4, 1-0 NESCAC) at
7 p.m. on Friday night, followed by a
Saturday afternoon game against the
Polar Bears (10-4, 0-1 NESCAC) at 2
p.m. After two lackluster performances
against Middlebury and Williams to
open conference play, the Jumbos are
well aware of the importance of these
two contests.
“Deep down, we know that we’re not
the team that stepped on the court
against Middlebury and Williams,”
junior co-captain and forward Jon
Pierce said. “We believe we have the
talent to compete. For our own personal mindset, it’s extremely important to
come out as a team and play well and
mentally focused.”
After giving up an average of 102
points per game in their first two
NESCAC contests, the Jumbos must
improve on almost every aspect of
their defensive game.
“We gave up a lot of easy baskets and
weren’t holding ourselves accountable
for getting beat off the dribble or letting someone shoot a shot without getting a hand up,” junior forward Dave
see MEN’S BASKETBALL, page 12

the Lyons to just 26.7 percent shooting
while posting 40.5 percent themselves.
The Jumbos appeared to have the game
firmly in their control with 15:09 remaining when a conventional three-point play
by junior forward Julia Baily put Tufts up
see WOMEN’S BASKETBALL, page 14

see ICE HOCKEY, page 13

James Choca/Tufts Daily

man] Tiffany Kornegay did a great job in
her absence. But without someone who
plays the minutes like Colleen on the
court, it was difficult.”
Tufts took a 34-26 lead into halftime
after going on an 11-2 run over the final
5:01 of the first half. They out-rebounded
Wheaton 29-18 for the period and held

Laura Schultz/Tufts Daily

Junior center Tom Selby will be relied upon
as a defensive stopper in the paint as the
Jumbos take on Bowdoin and Colby.

0 0 1 — 1
1 1 1 — 3

ice hockey team found no relief in
finally getting another chance to face
a conference foe.
Coming into Tuesday night’s
contest against Conn. College, the
Jumbos were hoping to rebound from
a recent three-game skid that saw
the goal-starved team outpaced by a
20-5 margin.
But it was the Camels who earned
the key 3-1 victory at Dayton Arena in
New London, Conn., perhaps turning
their season in a better direction and
accumulating some crucial momentum heading into the heart of the
team’s conference schedule.
Entering Tuesday night’s tilt, the
Camels boasted a solid 6-1-1 record
when taking the ice at their friendly
confines. The hosts wasted no time
getting ahead, as freshman forward
Julien Boutet snuck a shot by Jumbo
rookie netminder Scott Barchard
from the slot just 13 seconds into
the game. At the other end of the
period, Boutet almost put home the
game’s second tally, but the Barchard
was able to glove Boutet’s bid this
time around, holding the Camel lead
to 1-0.
Midway through the second frame,

Junior forward Julia Baily had a double-double in the women’s basketball team’s 79-71 win
over Wheaton Tuesday night in Cousens Gym. The victory came despite Tufts losing sophomore point guard Colleen Hart early in the first half to a head injury.

Men’s Basketball

by

by Scott Janes

Daily Editorial Board

MEN’S HOCKEY
(6-7, 3-6 NESCAC/ECAC EAST)
at New London, Conn., Tuesday

45 — 71
45 — 79

Tuesday night in Cousens Gym. Nationally
ranked No. 11 Tufts survived an upset
bid by NEWMAC rival Wheaton, winning
79-71 for its ninth consecutive victory.
Despite losing two of their starters to
injuries, the Jumbos held off a secondhalf push by the Lyons to win the rematch
of last season’s NCAA Tournament battle
between the two squads and improve to
12-1 on the year.
“It’s their style of play; they take it to
you,” coach Carla Berube said. “They are
aggressive, and they offensive rebound
every time, so there is going to be a lot
of contact. They came here wanting to
get a great win against a top-20 team,
so I would do the same thing and want
my players to do the same thing in
their position.”
The Jumbos lost sophomore starting
point guard Colleen Hart when she took
an elbow to the head after only nine minutes on the floor. Senior forward Katie
Tausanovitch, who led the team with 23
points and 12 rebounds, then suffered
an injury to her hand late in the second
half. Following yesterday’s practice, it
was uncertain whether either would take
court tonight at Colby.
“It’s a big shot to us when our point
guard is not on the floor, our court leader,” Berube said. “It affected us at some
points, and then I think the people off
the bench stepped up and did a great job
when called on. [Sophomore] Lindsay
Weiner, [junior] Vanessa Miller and [fresh-

Jumbos fail to get
over the hump in
loss to Camels

Despite a hiatus of nearly two
months from the grueling grind of
competitive NESCAC play, the reeling

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
(12-1, 2-0 NESCAC)
at Cousens Gym, Tuesday
Wheaton		
Tufts		

ICE Hockey

						
Weekend Basketball Preview
WOMEN

MEN

Game of the Week: Tufts at Bowdoin —
Two of the NESCAC’s five unbeatens will
meet for the first time since the Jumbos
clubbed the powerhouse Polar Bears 83-56
last season in Cousens Gym. But a proud
Bowdoin program is in a prime position for
revenge; the Polar Bears enter the weekend red hot, having won three straight
games by an average of over 28 points.

Game of the Week: Amherst at Trinity —
Despite their less-than-stellar 5-9 overall
record thus far, the Bantams currently sit at
1-1 early on in conference play as they host
2-0 Amherst tomorrow. Trinity has finished
second to the Lord Jeffs the past three seasons in the NESCAC regular-season standings despite taking two of three contests
against them during that span.

Player to Watch: Claire Arnstein, Trinity —
After their 55-54 upset victory at Wesleyan
last Saturday, the surprising Bantams ended
the first weekend of NESCAC play at 2-0
in the conference and improved to 13-1 on
the season. Tomorrow, the upstart squad
will face its toughest test: nationally ranked
No. 4 Amherst. If the Bantams are to pull
off another shocker, they’ll likely need a
strong performance from Arnstein, a junior
co-captain who recorded a team-high 17
points when the teams met last season.

Player to Watch: Will Handley, Bowdoin
— In a rematch of Bates’ and Bowdoin’s
Dec. 6 OT battle, the Polar Bear firstyear will look to emulate the 21-point,
12-rebound effort he posted against the
visiting Bobcats to lift his team to a ninepoint victory. This time around, Handley
will find himself playing on the Bates
floor with both squads on the hunt for
their first NESCAC win; the Polar Bears
are 0-1 while the Bobcats are tied for last
in the league at 0-2.

Inside the Numbers: 28.75 — Williams’
average margin of defeat in each of its last
four games. Thought during the preseason
to be an outside contender for a NESCAC
title, the Ephs have lost five in a row —
all by double digits — heading into a pair
of home conference games against Wesleyan and Conn. College this weekend.
But don’t expect the perennial-doormat
Camels to be the antidote to the Ephs’
problems; Conn. College earned one of its
two NESCAC wins of the year last season
against Williams.

Inside the Numbers: 75 — Difference in
points scored by Middlebury and Conn.
College through two conference games
this season. Heading into tonight’s battle,
the Panthers currently lead the NESCAC
in total points scored in league matchups
with 181 (90.5 points per game) while
the Camels sit at the bottom of the list
with 106 total (58 points per contest).
Not surprisingly, Middlebury enjoys a
share of the top of the NESCAC table
with a 2-0 mark while Conn. College is
tied for last at 0-2.

